
Hash Trash 

.. don’t let the facts get in the way of a good 

story! 

 

Run no 2245 

Location McIntosh Island  

Hare Hierarchy  

Hashmen 29 

 

The pack arrived at the venue with rain falling and Sir Two Dogs was out resetting the 

washed out run that was set by Brewtus the day before.  

 

The runners ran and the walkers walked and the drinkers stayed under the shelter and drank.  

 

Sir Rabbit played Irish music as the runners and walkers returned to the platters of cheese, 

gerkins, and Kabana entree which was complimented with corn chips and a choice of 

specially prepared Salsa and cheese dips.  

 

The $1 Guiness and Kilkenny cans and the Crown birthday beers went down well with the 

entree.  

 

The main course was the slow cooked Irish stew prepared by the Kwakka home cooking 

kitchen, which was delicious and melted in your mouth.  

 

Run report was given by Iceman who said it was good and the company on the run was the 

best part. He gave a score 11/12 because it was a hierarchy run. Wise man!!! 

 

The walk report was given by Now Loved who said good walk and well done. Another wise 

man.  

 

Nosh report was excellent as expected, even though it did not give due credit to the quality of 

the meat in the Irish stew or mention the individual cups of cake, jelly, custard and cream 

laced with Irish whisky, prepared by Nasty.  

 

RA Brewtus told an Irish joke about a woman who killed her husband and was given a light 

sentence because she was she was widow.  

 

Sbends and Shat and Commander Head got a DD for not dressing in theme for St Pats Day.  

 

Kwakka was called out to thank him for the beers and recognize his 75th birthday. He said 

he had more exotic plans for his birthday than his wife spending the day in the kitchen 

cooking hash Nosh, but hey he is a team player. He received a Hashy Birthday to enjoy his 

DD 

 



Magician was charged by Sir Prince Valiant for claiming to do the Noosa Triathlon. 

Magician described in detail why he was successful despite doing the swim in dog paddle 

and running like an old woman on the 10klm run leg, and riding an electric bike on the bike 

leg.  

 

GM shared some Irish jokes, and was joined by Rug who shared some jokes that were 

enjoyed with laughter.  

 

Sbends was given a DD for his write up in the Bulletin noting objections to his campaign to 

remove the helicopters that contribute to the GC tourist industry.  

 

Truckie health update report was given by Bent Banana who announced his departure from 

hospital has been delayed due to infection. Truckie is in a Pindara and visits are welcome  

 

Best dressed Irishman was given to Swollen Colon who said he was happy to receive the 

award despite the fact that he was going to come as a leprechaun  

 

Next weeks run Now Loved who will hold his run somewhere between Brisbane and Tweed.  

 

Closing joke by Rug.  

 

Sir Rabbit closed the circle playing a recording of Moonbeams saying End OF Circle, from 

his music box. Where does Sir Rabbit get these recordings ??? 

 

Nasty 

On Sec 

 
 


